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With the fast development of web 2.0, information generation and propagation among online users become deeply interweaved. How
to effectively and immediately discover the new emerging topic and further how to uncover its evolution law are still wide open and
urgently needed by both research and practical fields. *is paper proposed a novel early emerging topic detection and its evolution
law identification framework based on dynamic community detection method on time-evolving and scalable heterogeneous social
networks. *e framework is composed of three major steps. Firstly, a time-evolving and scalable complex network denoted as
KeyGraph is built up by deeply analyzing the text features of all kinds of data crawled from heterogeneous online social network
platforms; secondly, a novel dynamic community detection method is proposed by which the new emerging topic is detected on the
modeled time-evolving and scalable KeyGraph network; thirdly, a unified directional topic propagation network modeled by a great
number of short texts including microblogs and news titles is set up, and the topic evolution law of the previously detected early
emerging topic is identified by fully utilizing local network variations and modularity optimization of the “time-evolving” and
directional topic propagation network. Our method is proved to yield preferable results on both a huge amount of computer-
generated test data and a great amount of real online network data crawled from mainstream heterogeneous social networks.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the fast development of web 2.0, social
network sites such as Facebook, Sina microblog, and Twitter
rise in a short time, a huge heterogeneous online social net-
works have gradually formed on which the functional role of
online users is changing from the information consumers to
both diffusers and generators [1]. Information of different
online social networks propagates in a deeply mingled way. For
example, information from news websites is reposted to sites
like personal (micro) blogs that have specific following groups;
BBS (bulletin board system) of which the information bares the
broadcasting attribute is shared to the personal (micro) blogs.
Activities above making the information production and

propagation among various users become a huge data-het-
erogeneous, time-evolving, and scalable complex network.
*us, how to efficiently and timely identify and reveal the new
emerging topic and even its evolution process (law) on this
scalable, time-evolving, and heterogeneous online social net-
work has become the hot research spot in topic detection and
tracking fields lately.

It is widely known that a complex network bears the
community structure, which represents a clustering of
network nodes with densely interweaved edges within
groups but spares connections between them [2]. Com-
munity structure not only reveals the coarse structure of the
network but also plays an important role in the functioning
of the network [3, 4]. For example, community in the social
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network represents the real social groups composed of
people having the same backgrounds or interests; com-
munity in collaboration network represents the related
papers with the same research subject; community in the
biology or circuit network represents nodes group with the
same network function. Deng et al. [5] proposed a hot topic
detection algorithm based on a community of networks. Lin
and Guan-Zhong. [6] also found the forum hot topic using
the community detection concept applied on the BBS net-
work and validated the efficiency and consistency by manual
calibration of the identified topic and the community. Some
researchers [7, 8] discovered the epidemic spreading
mechanism by using the community structure analysis of
complex networks. Identification of community structure in
the complex network usually can realize certain application-
based purposes and thus, the community identification and
topology evolution discovery have become the most sig-
nificant focus in the complex network structure analysis
field. Although community detection/identification in net-
works has been studied for many years, most existed ap-
proaches are designed simply for the static network [9, 10]
and unified homogeneous network [11]. However, in the
real-world and in this paper, the studied social network is
time-evolving and heterogeneous due to the time-varying
social communications and the time-dependent interactions
of different social network platforms.

Although it has been concluded that the traditional static
community detection methods could be applied to the time-
evolving heterogeneous network by converting the time-
evolving network into a series of static snapshots of sub-
networks through rearranging the nodes and links belonging
to the same time stamps, while in this process, the semantic
relationships and dynamic properties of communities may
have violently been damaged or even lost. Another con-
cluded method is to identify network community not from
scratch but by storing and using the historical results of
execution of static community detection algorithm along
with the network evolving process [12, 13]. However, a great
amount of time and space computing costs are needed and
the efficiency of the algorithm becomes slower with time
flying. Lately, community discovery in the time-evolving and
heterogeneous network has emerged as an outstanding
challenge and has attracted much attention of researchers.
Sun et al. [14] proposed a Dirichlet Process Mixture Model
based algorithm to describe the community detection in a
heterogeneous star-model network.

In summary, when applying existing community detection
methods for time-evolving and heterogeneous networks, three
main problems are usually encountered: (1) most existed
community detection methods are proposed simply for the
static and homogeneous network; (2) the semantic relation-
ships and dynamic properties of communities are violently
damaged and even bluntly lost due to the man-made seg-
mentation of network; (3) a great amount of computing time
and space cost is required by storing the historical community
structure information as the initial input values.

Aiming to tackle these problems, we propose an
emerging topic identification and evolution topology dis-
covery framework based on a novel dynamic community

detection method on the time-evolving and heterogeneous
social network. Firstly, a unified short-text network is
constructed by modeling heterogeneous short texts crawled
from different online social networks into a network. It is
denoted as KeyGraph based on the cooccurrence of key-
words of the crawled short texts. Secondly, a novel dynamic
community detection method with a well-known static
community detection algorithm as the Louvain algorithm
corely embedded is proposed and is applied on the Key-
Graph, as a result of which, the new emerging topic in the
form of newborn community is detected. Finally, the topic
evolution topology is discovered by deep analysis of the
community scale and nodes variation with time-evolving of
the detected communities.

*e rest of this paper is presented as follows. We briefly
review the related research work in Section 2, our meth-
odology is presented in Section 3, numerical results and
evaluations are presented in Section 4, and finally, we
conclude and discuss our future work in Section 5.

2. Related Work

Topic detection and tracking (TDT) is firstly put forward by
DARPA in 1996. Its original objective is to automatically
identify online public sentiments in the form of a topic from
the network media stream and further to track the propa-
gation and diffusion process of the previously identified/
detected topic. Later, TDT has become the key technology in
the fields of Internet public opinion/sentiment mining field.
Classic TDT methods include the latent Dirichlet analysis
(LDA) [15] and the probabilistic latent semantic analysis
(PLSA) [16] methods. *eir main concepts are that a topic is
based on the probability distributions of sets of words such
that the probability distribution of word cooccurrences
among sets of words is maximized/optimized.

Community is another important property of a complex
network except for the small-world and scale-free properties.
It not only provides a coarse view of the network structure
but also actually plays and represents certain functions of the
network. Community describes the closeness among nodes
which means that nodes are closely interrelated within
groups, while nodes between different communities are
loosely connected.

Sayyadi and Raschid [17] proposed a graph analytical
method to detect and identify the topic; they proposed the
KeyGraph algorithm to transform original texts data into a
term graph based on properties of cooccurrence relations of
texts data with each other. Furthermore, they utilized a
community detection method to part the constructed
KeyGraph network into community topology and they
deemed each identified community as a detected topic.
Nowadays, community detection is a fundamental technique
of network structure analysis, many creative methods for
discovering communities in a static and homogeneous
network have been deployed in the past decades. It can be
commonly divided into two classes: graph theory-based
algorithm and sociology-based algorithm. Sociology-based
algorithms can be generally divided into division and ag-
gregation methods. *e classical GN algorithm [2] belongs
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to the division method, and its fundamental principle is to
obtain network community by finding the edge with the
highest score of betweenness and by removing it from the
network. Newman proposed a fast aggregation algorithm
[9], which has similar accuracy with GN, but the perfor-
mance has been significantly improved. Blonde et al. [18]
proposed the Louvain algorithm based on the modularity
optimization method, which is a simple, efficient, and easy-
to-implement method for finding community structure in a
large-scale network. *e method is actually a greedy opti-
mization method that attempts to optimize the tag-indexed
“modularity” of every possible partition of the target
network.

However, the resolution limit problem is commonly
encountered using the modularity-based community de-
tection method in a static and homogeneous network.
Here, the “static” mainly refers to both the time and the
whole network structure staying static without variation
with time flying by. *e resolution limit problem means
when the scale of the network is large enough, a small
community in a large network cannot be properly and
efficiently detected, which results in the overlapping
community phenomena. *is phenomenon is called the
resolution limit problem in a large-scale network when
using the modularity method for network community
detection purposes [19, 20]. *ese community detection
methods, however, lack the capability of dealing with time-
evolving and cannot be directly used for heterogeneous
networks. As our problem of identifying and revealing the
emerging topic and its evolution topology on the large-
scale, time-varying, and heterogeneous online social net-
work, the previous and classic community detection
methods face great challenges.

2.1. Dynamic Community Detection of Homogeneous Social
Network. Tracking the evolution topology of detected
community need to take the dynamic property of the time-
evolving network into consideration. A commonly utilized
and concluded framework [21–24] is to apply the static
community detection algorithms for each static snapshots
subnetwork composed of nodes and edges with the same
timestamp of the time-evolving network and then to gen-
erate the evolution of community by computing the com-
munity closeness between two adjacent static snapshots
subnetworks. Toyoda and Kitsuregawa [25] firstly selected
these web pages with high focus numbers (thumb-up
number) as seed web pages and finally obtained the com-
munity including the seed web pages by utilizing the page
closeness calculation algorithm with hyperlink-induced
topic search as core calculation framework. Palla et al. [26]
obtained the community topology of one snapshot using the
clique percolation clustering method and evaluated its
usefulness by applying it to the scientists’ cooperation
network and the telecommunication users network. Chak-
rabarti et al. [27] proposed an evolution clustering model
with k-means and hierarchy clustering method to identify
the community evolution law in the process of dynamic
community detection.

Another policy to track community evolution in the
time-evolving network is by integrating the optimization of
both modularity and the structure of local network varia-
tions into a multiobjective optimization problem. Its main
concept is that treating the community topology of the
previous timestamp t − Δt as baseline network, at the
present time epoch t, the variations of the network during
the time range Δt, i.e., [t − Δt, t] are the main focus other
than the whole network of the present time being t. By
detecting the community topology of the variation part of
the network during the time range Δt while the other part of
the network remains unchanged to improve the whole ef-
ficiency of the community detection algorithm [28–33].
Yang and Liu [28] proposed the physical incremental model
by modeling the relationship between nodes of a network
controlled by attraction force and repulsive force proposed
in Newtonian mechanics. Other incremental dynamic
community detection methods usually utilize the key feature
of the network; these algorithms firstly obtain the com-
munity topology of network at the initial snap shot com-
monly using the static community detection method, then
with time flying by, the variations of network during the
man-set time range is recalculated and its community to-
pology is identified [29–33]. However, these methods are
usually designed for homogeneous networks.

2.2. Dynamic Community Detection of Heterogeneous Social
Network. Lately, community detection in a heterogeneous
network has become a hot research spot. Zhao et al. [34]
proposed a uniform framework for detecting and tracking
community evolution. *ey firstly model the entities and
their relationships with the same timestamp into a het-
erogeneous network. *ey secondly extracted the snapshot-
based feature and delta-based feature by utilizing the
autoregression method to finally obtain the community
topology and its evolution law. Sun et al. [35] introduced the
community evolution in multimode networks and proposed
a framework that partitioned the multimode network into a
set of bipartie networks. Sun et al. used net clusters [14] to
describe the community and proposed the Evo-NetCluster
to detect the community automatically. Wu et al. [36]
proposed a tensor decomposition framework to detect
community in the general time-evolving heterogeneous
network. Nevertheless, these methods either need to know
the topology schema like star or bipartite or need to satisfy
the requirements of tensor factorization, which are intrac-
table/hard to use in real applications. Tang et al. [37] pro-
posed a principal modularity maximization method, in
which they first analyzed the modularity of different rela-
tional dimensions, then according to its eigenvalue and
eigenvector of each relational dimension, the principal
structural feature was extracted; thirdly, they correlated
every network principal structural features to acquire the
shared community topology of the whole network which
would make the whole network modularity optimized.

With the rapid development of web 2.0 and mobile
networks, event detection on heterogeneous data has drawn
more attention in recent years. Yang et al. [38] proposed a
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unifiedmodel to dynamically learn how to represent the data
with different features of a heterogeneous social network. Liu
et al. [39] treated the breaking news as a heterogeneous social
data stream and developed how to extract events from the
dynamic data stream. Liu et al. [40] extended the hetero-
geneous data stream into a multilingual scenario; Cao et al.
[41] developed a knowledge-preserving and incremental
social event detection framework using the GNNs and they
applied it on the heterogeneous social network.

In summation, the TDTmethods given above face three
challenges as follows. Firstly, though most previous topic
detection methods have good results in static online social
networks, they rarely relate to the research of new emerging
topic detection under the time-evolving and dynamic social
network situations. Secondly, topic detection researchers
mainly focus on finding newmethods to detect prominent or
distinct topics. *ey pay little attention to reveal the topic
evolution process with time flying in the meantime of the
topic detection process. *irdly, the resolution limit prob-
lem has still not been well solved in the existing modularity
community detection methods.

In this paper, we propose an original emerging topic
detection and topology evolution identification framework
to firstly detect the newly emerging online topic and sec-
ondly to uncover its evolution topology on the global het-
erogeneous online social networks.

3. Problem Formulation and Method

3.1. KeyGraph Network Modeling. Before introducing our
proposed dynamic community detection method, we firstly
build up the KeyGraph network for short texts crawled from
heterogeneous social networks platforms in two steps.
Firstly, every short text is modeled as a node/vertice of the
key graph network. Connections between any two short texts
are modeled as the edge state between them. Secondly, we
acquire the keywords set corresponding to each short text by
using the word segmentation technology. *us the original
short-text network can be abbreviated as a complex network
based on the closeness of keywords.

In this paper, we denote and name it as KeyGraphG� {Vi,
Eij} in the following way, where i, j represent the ith and jth
short texts crawled from heterogeneous social networks and
marked with a number, Ci is the keyword set of the ith short
text using word segmentation technology, Nij is the count
number of common keywords belonging to keyword sets of
bothCi andCj;Vi is the ith node of the network, Eij represents
the edge between the ith and jth short texts which is closely
related to the common keywords numberNij.*e relationship
of Eij with Nij is shown in the following formula:

Eij � 1, if Nij > 0,

Eij � 0, if Nij � 0, wij � Nij.
(1)

For illustration purposes, 406 short texts containing both
news titles and microblogs are crawled in which the number
of people participating overcomes 1000 in October 1st, the
year 2019. Its KeyGraph in the stochastic and Fruchterman
Reingold distributions is shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) is the

random distribution of the KeyGraph, and Figure 1(b) is the
Fruchterman Reingold distribution of the KeyGraph. It
shows a clear community structure.

3.2. Dynamic Community Detection and Topic Detection on
the Time-Evolving KeyGraph Network. Different from the
static network, it should be noticed that the network formed
by short texts crawled from heterogeneous online social
network actually evolves with time flying by in this paper,
and so do the relationships of the network. *us the Key-
graph network modeled in Section 3.1 is actually the time-
evolving and scalable network. In this paper, we denote it as
the time-evolving and scalable network Gt � {Vt, Et}, the
scale of which increases in sizes of either node Vt or edges Et
or even both of them with time flying by.

In this paper, we propose a dynamic community detection
method which not only can effectively alleviate the resolution
limit problem, but also can discover the community structure
of the time-evolving and scalable network Gt. Its main idea is
that at given time epoch t, the community structure of network
at time epoch t − Δt, i.e., Gt−Δt is assumed as clearly detected
using static Louvain algorithm and already known, the part of
network changing/variation during the time interval (t, t + Δt]
rather than the entire network, i.e., Gt+Δt at time t + Δt is our
main focus. By calculating the closeness of local changed
subnetwork during the time interval (t, t + Δt] with historical
communities of network Gt, a local bipartite graph is obtained.
*e local bipartite graph is composed of two groups of nodes.
One is the group of nodes having loose closeness with com-
munities ofGt and is denoted as Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt, and the other is
the group of nodes having close connections with communities
of Gt denoted as Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt. By applying the static com-
munity detection, i.e., Louvain algorithm on subnetwork is
composed of both the Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt and historical commu-
nities of Gt; also by applying the Louvain algorithm on
Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt, the whole new emerging community loosely
connected with historical communities of Gt will be detected.
*e community structure of time-evolving network at time
epoch t + Δt, i.e., Gt+Δt � Vt+Δt, Et+Δt  is discovered by
combining community detection results on these bipartite
graphs during the time range (t, t + Δt]. By simply utilizing the
local changed network property, the complexity and running
time only depend on the local changed part of network rather
than the whole network at t + Δt, i.e., Gt+Δt � Vt+Δt, Et+Δt ,
which enables its applications in the large-scale network. *e
flow chart of our proposed dynamic community detection
method is presented in Figure 2.

Before explicitly unfolding the specific dynamic com-
munity detection method, we present some related and
important definitions closely related to our algorithm in
advance as follows.

3.2.1. Related Definitions

Definition 1. Closeness degree of node i with the network at
time epoch t, i.e., Gt is defined as ki.t and is calculated using
the following formula:
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ki.t � 
Vjt
∈Gt

Aijt
,

(2)

where Aijt
is the adjacent matrix of the network Gt+Δt, jt

means node j belonging to network Gt, and node i belonging
to network Gt+Δt.

Definition 2. Closeness of node i belonging to the local
changed network of time range (t, t + Δt] with networks Gt

and Gt+Δt is defined as r and is calculated using the following
formula:

r � ki.t − ki,t+Δt, (3)

if r> 0, it is believed that the node i during time range (t, t +

Δt] have a close relationship with the historical communities
of network Gt compared with network Gt+Δt, if r≤ 0, then it
is believed that node i during time range (t, t + Δt] have a
loose relationship with the historical communities of Gt

compared with network Gt+Δt.

Definition 3. *e modularity model proposed by Newman
and Girvan is presented in the following formula:

Q �
1
2m


i,j∈Ω

Aij −
kikj

2m
 δij, (4)

where Aij is the adjacent matrix, δij is the Kronecker
function, δij � 1 when both nodes i and j are in the same
community; otherwise, δij � 0. Ω is the set of total network
nodes, ki, kj is the degree of nodes i and j within the whole
network, m is the total weights of all edges of the whole
network.

By rewriting the Kronecker function δij, the modularity
function Q can be rewritten in the following formula:

Q �
1
2m


i,j∈Ω

Aij −
i∈Ωkij∈Ωkj

2m
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠

�
1
2m

 C  in −
 tot( 

2

2m
 ,

(5)

where C represents any community of network,  in rep-
resents the total edge weights within community C,  tot

represents the summation of total edge weights connected
with community C.

In our paper, a modularity gain index is defined as the
modularity difference between the modularity value before
and after reassigning node i into the community where node
j belonging to the modularity gain is calculated using for-
mulae (4) and (6).

ΔQi.j �
 in + ki.in

2m
−

 total + ki

2m
 

2
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

−
 in
2m

−
 total
2m

 

2

−
ki

2m
 

2
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ �

ki.in

2m
−

ki  total
2m

2 .

(6)

3.2.2. Dynamic Community Detection Method. After pre-
senting the essential and necessary definitions and formu-
lations, we give the specific framework of our dynamic
community detection method for the time-evolving network
as follows.

Firstly, for time-evolving network Gt formed by short
texts and its relationships crawled from heterogeneous social
network platforms before time epoch t, the static community
detection algorithm here referred to as Louvain algorithm is
utilized to obtain the community structure of Gt. Secondly,
by bisecting the local varied network during the time range
[t, t + Δt] into two groups as a bipartite graph; one is the
subnetwork denoted as Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt composed of the new
emerging nodes that have close relationship/connections
with the historical communities of Gt; the other is the
subnetwork denoted as Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt composed of the new
emerging nodes that have loose relationship with the his-
torical communities of network Gt, and we propose formula
(3) to quantify the closeness of the local varied nodes within
time range [t, t + Δt] with historical communities of net-
work Gt. Finally, by applying the static community detection
method into the local varied networks Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt and
Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt, we can identify the community subordinate
attributes of these new emerging nodes within time range
[t, t + Δt], i.e., which nodes should belong to the historical
communities of network Gt as the new emerging nodes
within historical communities during time range [t, t + Δt],

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Illustration of KeyGraph. (a) Random Distribution. (b) *e Fruchterman Reingold distribution.
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and which nodes should be assumed as the whole new
emerging communities during time range [t, t + Δt],
respectively.

As mentioned above, there is a static community de-
tection algorithm embedded and applied when we identify
the community structure of bipartite networks Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt

and Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt; here the Louvain algorithm is chosen as
the embeded static community detection method. It is well
known that a high value of modularity indicates a good
community partition of the target network. Maximizing this
criterion by utilizing all kinds of optimization algorithms has
always been a popular research focus during the past

Graph Gt at time epoch t

Start

Community detection for 
graph Gt using Louvain algorithm

For the changing part of graph Gt during time range 
(t,t+Δt), i.e. Gt,t+Δt, according to the closeness association 

with graph Gt, i.e. ΔGt,t+Δt is divided into two parts, i.e.
Bi_Gclose,t,t+Δt and Bi_Gloose,t,t+Δt.

Using the k-mediod clustering 
method, rearranging vertex i 
belonging to set Bi_Gclose,t,t+Δt

according to modularity gain ΔQ

Bi_Gloose,t,t+Δt Bi_Gclose,t,t+Δt

Finding the community structure 
of graph Bi_Gloose,t,t+Δt

using louvain algorithm 

r>0

Combing the community 
detection results of the 

above two, and obtain the 
final community detection 

results of Gt+Δt

Yes No

t+Δt

Figure 2: Flow chart of the community detection method based on the Louvain algorithm.
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decades. However, it is intractable to find the exact global
optimal modularity. *us, many approximation optimiza-
tion algorithms have been proposed. Among these algo-
rithms, the greedy concept introduced by Blonde et al. [18]
and called as Louvain algorithm has been proved to be
among the most efficient algorithm with excellent perfor-
mance, especially in large-scale networks. Louvain algorithm
is actually the hierarchical cluster community detection
method and mainly consists of two steps. In the first step,
modularity is optimized locally in the neighborhood of each
node; in the second step, it aggregates the nodes in the same
community into supernodes and thus forms a new coarse-
grained aggregated network. *ese two procedures are it-
eratively performed until the global value of network
modularity stops to increase by any movement of nodes in
the network, specific Louvain algorithm is presented as
follows.

Step 1: treating each node of the targeted network as
every single community
Step 2: for node i and its neighbor node j, we calculate
the modularity gain ΔQi,j and its maximum value
maxΔQi.j, if maxΔQi.j > 0, then we deem that node i
and node j should belong to the same community
Step 3: repeating step 2 for all the node i and its
neighbor node j until there is no community change for
all the nodes of the network
Step 4: compressing the network with the community
as an aggregated node, the degree of the aggregated
node is the original degree of the corresponding
community
Step 5: repeating step 1 to step 4 for the compressed
network until the modularity gain ΔQi.j of the whole
network does not increase, the algorithm stops

*e modularity gain ΔQi.j in step 2 after node i joining
into the communities of its neighbor node j is calculated
using formula (6).

ΔQi.j �
 in + ki.in

2m
−

 total + ki

2m
 

2
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦

−
 in
2m

−
 total
2m

 

2

−
ki

2m
 

2
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ �

ki.in

2m
−

ki  total
2m

2 .

(7)
*us, we have fully presented the dynamic community

detection algorithm with the Louvain method embedded for
the time-evolving network Gt � Vt, Et .

Its main algorithm is presented as follows:

Step 1: Utilizing Louvain algorithm to obtain the
community structure of network Gt

Step 2: bisecting the local varied network during time
range [t, t + Δt] into two groups as a bipartite graph
using formula (3), denoted as Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt and
Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt;
Step 3: applying the Louvain method for networks
Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt + Gt and Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt, and combining

the community detection results as the final commu-
nity structure of network Gt+Δt.

3.2.3. Topic Detection Method. A more detailed process of
our new emerging topic detection method is presented as
follows. We first construct the named KeyGraph network
using keywords of short texts crawled from heterogeneous
social network platforms according to modeling rule shown
in Section 3.1; secondly, by employing the time-evolving
property of the constructed KeyGraph, we utilize the pro-
posed dynamic community detection method to identify the
community structure of time-evolving KeyGraph network;
thirdly, for each detected community of KeyGraph, we
calculate the total number of people participating in (i.e.,
reviewing, thumbing-up, retweeting) each detected com-
munity, which actually reflects the keywords of the original
short texts belonging to the detected community; finally, we
rank and select the top-N detected communities according
to the sequence of the statistic value. According to the se-
lected top-N communities, the highest frequently mentioned
keywords of the detected community are chosen as the
keywords of the newly detected emerging topic.

Until now, our topic detection method based on the
dynamic community detection method has been fully un-
covered, and its specific algorithm is presented as follows:

Step 1: the KeyGraph model is used to map the original
short-text network into the KeyGraph network, thus
the data set of the short texts before time epoch t is
changing into the KeyGraph network Gt

Step 2: identifying the community structure of network
Gt using Louvain algorithm
Step 3: adding the new emerging short-text data during
time range [t, t + Δt] into the network Gt and forming
the new network at time epoch t + Δt, i.e., Gt+Δt

Step 4: identifying the community structure of network
Gt+Δt using the dynamic community detection method
Step 5: repeating step 3 and step 4 until the community
structure of the short-text formed network Gt+Δt has
been fully identified
Step 6: calculate the total number of people partici-
pating in each detected community belonging to net-
work Gt+Δt

Step 7: selecting the top-N communities which have the
most statistical total number of people participating
Step 8: for the selected top-N communities, calculating
the frequency of keywords subordinating to each
community, chose the top-n keywords with the highest
frequency as the keywords of the corresponding topic

3.3. Method Alleviating Resolution Limit Problem.
Another advantage needs to be pointed out is that our
proposed dynamic community detection method can ef-
fectively alleviate the resolution limit problem commonly
encountered in modularity-based community detection
methods of complex network. For illustration purposes,
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Figure 3 is presented to show how our dynamic community
detection method can alleviate the resolution limit problem
by adaptively presetting the discrete time step
Δt0.i, i � 1, 2, . . . in the proposed dynamic community de-
tection method.

As presented in Figure 3, at the initial time epoch t0, we
set the first discrete time step Δt0.1, during the time range
[t0, t0 + Δt0.1], the local changed networks are composed of
nodes marked in orange circle and are denoted as com-
munity 1, light blue circles are denoted as community 2, and
cyan circles are denoted as community 3; at time epoch
t0 + Δt0.1, we adaptively set the second discrete time step as
Δt0.2, during time range [t0 + Δt0.1, t0 + 

2
i�1Δt0.i], the cor-

responding local changed networks are composed of nodes
marked as cyan circle, pink circle, and light blue circle, which
are denoted as community 3, community 4, and community
2, respectively, where there are new emerging vertices in
community 2 and community 3 compared with those
communities at the previous time epoch t0 + Δt0.1, and
community 4 is the whole new emerging community during
time range [t0 + Δt0.1, t0 + 

2
i�1Δt0.i]; also at time epoch

t0 + 
2
i�1Δt0.i, we set the time step Δt0.3, during time range

[t0 + 
2
i�1Δt0.i, t0 + 

3
i�1Δt0.i], the local changed/varied

networks are composed of nodes marked as pink circle, dark
blue circle, where the scale of community 4 enlarges with
new emerging vertices and in the mean time the whole new
emerging community 5 is detected. Following this schema,
this process continues in the nested and recursive way with
time flying by. *us, for the time-evolving and scalable
network, by selecting the proper time step Δt0.i, the reso-
lution limit problem can be effectively alleviated.

3.4. Topic Evolution Law Identification. In this section, we
focus on how to discover the community topology evolution
of the detected topic in Section 3.2.2. It should be noticed
that the constructed KeyGraph network is actually a directed
graph under the topic propagation situation instead of
simply topic detection scenario because the topic propa-
gation commonly reflects information propagation direction
during the topic diffuses process, while our topic detection
method proposed in Section 3.2.2 is illustrated using the
time-evolving, undirected KeyGraph network. *us, in this
section, we should first expand the modularity formula (4)
for undirected networks into the directed network as shown
in the formula.

Q �
1
n

 aij −
k
in
i k

out
j

n
⎛⎝ ⎞⎠δij, (8)

where n is the total number of edges, aij is the i, j elements
values of adjacent matrix of the directed network, kin

i is the
in-degree of node i, kout

j is the out-degree of node j. δij is the
Kronecker function as defined before.

Also, we expand the modularity gain ΔQ for undirected
graph into the directed graph and present it in the following
formula:

ΔQ �
ki.in

n
−

ki  tot
n
2 , (9)

where ki is the degree of node i, and ki � kin
i + kout

i , ki.in
represents a new number of edges connecting the local
changed nodes with historical communities,  tot represents
the total number of edges with community C.

Hence, by substituting formulae (8) and (9) into our
dynamic community detection method in Section 3.2.2, we
can propose the algorithm for topic evolution topology
identification purposes.

Step 1: modeling the users at time epoch t participating
in the topic identified Section 3.2 as the directed topic
propagation network Gt;
Step 2: identifying the community structure of the
directed network Gt by utilizing our proposed dynamic
community detection method;
Step 3: adding the local changed users participating into
the directed topic propagation network Gt during time
range [t, t + Δt] and forming the scalable network Gt+Δt;
Step 4: separating the local changed users during time
range [t, t + Δt] into a bipartite graph, the one having a
loose relationship with network Gt, denoted as
Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt, and the other having close relationship
with network Gt, denoted as Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt;
Step 5: for subnetwork composed of Gt and
Bi Gclose,t,t+Δt, employing the proposed dynamic
community detection algorithm, the incremental in-
formation of the historical communities of Gt during
time range [t, t + Δt] is found.
Step 6: for subnetwork composed of Bi Gloose,t,t+Δt, the
whole new emerging community is identified by using
the proposed dynamic community detection algorithm;
Step 7: merging the community detection results of
steps 5 and 6, the community detection results of the
topic propagation network at time epoch t + Δt is
identified;

4. Experiments and Results

To validate the effectiveness of our proposed topic detection
and evolution law identification method, we use both the
artificial complex networks composed of computer-gener-
ated data and the real network constructed by original data
crawled from heterogeneous and popular social media
platforms. By comparison of the community detection re-
sults under the static Louvain algorithm and the proposed
dynamic community detection method with the Louvain
algorithm embedded, our proposed dynamic community
detection method yields better results which validate its
effectiveness and feasibility.

4.1. Experiments on Artificial Computer-Generated Network.
In the artificial complex network composed of computer-
generated data, we generate the artificial complex networks
by choosing the nodes’ connection probability p within the
same community, while the nodes connection probability
between the communities is set as 1-p, and values p and 1-p
satisfying p> 1 − p, which means that the closeness of nodes
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within the community is larger than nodes between com-
munities. Here, the artificial computer-generated network,
which contains 68 nodes in total, with p set as 0.78.
Community detection results using the static Louvain al-
gorithm are presented in Figure 4(a).

While considering the time-evolving property in our
practical situations, properties of nodes and edges of the
artificial computer-generated network remains unchanged.
While we randomly chose part of the nodes with time epoch
t marked, those randomly selected nodes and edges at time
epoch t compose the network Gt, and the remaining nodes
are treated as the new emerging nodes of the network during
time range [t, t + Δt], the community detection results using
our dynamic community detection methods are shown in
Figure 4(b).

Figure 4 shows community detection results of the ar-
tificial computer-generated network with 68 nodes in total
and edges randomly connected with parameter p � 0.78
described (a) using the static Louvain community detection
algorithm and (b) using the proposed dynamic detection
method with Louvain community detection algorithm, re-
spectively. Nodes with the same color represent that they
belong to the same community using corresponding com-
munity detection algorithms.*e blue lines paralleling to the
x-axes are the separating lines of different communities. *e
blue lines paralleling to the y-axes are the separating lines of
time; as can be seen from Figure 4(b), the three blue lines
paralleling to the x-axes separate the three different
communities.

In order to verify the efficiency of the proposed dynamic
community detection method with the Louvain algorithm
embedded, we select five groups of artificial computer-
generated data and use both the static Louvain algorithm
and the dynamic community discovery method with the
Louvain algorithm embedded to detect the communities
structure of the computer-generated artificial network.
Under the same operating environment, the time efficiencies

of these two algorithms are compared and are shown in
Figure 5.

It can be found from Figure 5 that the running time of
the static Louvain algorithm is basically the same as those of
the dynamic community discovery method with Louvain
algorithm embedded when the network scale is relatively
small (the number of vertices and edges of the network is
relatively small), but with the fast growth of the network
scale, the running time of our dynamic community detection
method with Louvain algorithm embedded is far less than
that of simple static Louvain community detection
algorithm.

4.2. Experiments of Topic Detection on Real Short-Text Data
Crawled From Real Social Networks Platforms. In this sec-
tion, we randomly choose 86 short texts from October 1,
2019, to October 3, 2019, from heterogeneous online social
networks for manual annotation. Later, the results of manual
annotation are used to verify results validation of our
proposed dynamic community detection method. Out of the
86 short texts, 46 short texts are crawled from Sina Weibo
social platform, 17 short texts are crwaled from Sina News
site social platform, 15 short texts are crawled from Sohu
News site social platform, and 8 short texts are crawled from
the Fenghuang News site social platform. In the results of
manual annotations, the total 86 short texts are divided into
11 communities, out of which the largest community
contains 28 pieces of short texts, and the smallest com-
munity contains 2 pieces of short texts.

According to the modeling rule of the KeyGraph net-
work, the above-mentioned manual annotation short-text
data are transformed into an undirected KeyGraph network,
which has 86 nodes and 530 edges, among which 244 edges
with a weight of 1 account for 46.04% of the total number of
edges of the whole network. *e weight range of the Key-
Graph network is 0, 1, 2.

Community 4
Community 5

Community 1
Community 2
Community 3

t0 t0+Δt0.1 t0+Δt0.2 t

Figure 3: Illustration of dynamic community detection method to alleviate resolution limit problem.
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As we know that the weight of edge has a great effect on
the final community detection results, and by applying the
proposed dynamic community detection method with the
Louvain algorithm embedded under different edge weights,
the results are compared in Table 1.*e detection ratio is
computed using the following formula:

Ratio �
n − s

n
, (10)

where n is the total number of manual annotation short
texts, and s is the total number of misdetected communities.

From Table 1, it can be found that the community de-
tection ratio of manual annotated short texts is higher, which
means the community detection result is more accurate
when the weight threshold value is set as 1 other than 0 and
2. *us, in the topic identification experiments, we choose
the edge weight threshold as 1.

Except for the pilot experiment to choose the optimal
edge weight threshold, next, we will use the real short-text
data crawled from the Sina Weibo, Sina News site, Sohu
News site, and Fenghuang News site, the mainstream news
publishing sites and microblog platforms which are popular.
We media means citizen Journalism, the mainstream news
publishing sites and microblog platforms which are popular
citizen Journalism nowadays in China. A total of 262246
pieces of short-text data from October 1, 2019, to October 3,
2019, were extracted from the above listed heterogeneous
online social networks as the real experimental data set.

According to the time stamp, the total number of crawled
short texts on October 1 is 85980 pieces, the total number of
crawled short texts on October 2 is 86768 pieces, and the total
number of crawled short texts on October 3 is 89498 pieces.
Chinese word segmentation and keywords extraction are
performed on these crawled original experimental short-text

community 1
community 2
community 3

(a)

t t+Δt

Community 1
Community 2
Community 3

(b)

Figure 4: Community detection results of computer-generated complex network.

Ti
m

e

125721 299832 448899 420800 1506583
5000 10000 30000

Scale of network
85980 172748

Dynamic community detection
Static community detection

Figure 5: Performance comparison of the static Louvain algorithm and dynamic community detection method.
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data, and five keywords are selected to represent the original
short texts for contents of news titles and microblogs.

Here, the time interval is set as 1 day (24 hours) and the
edge weight threshold is set as 1 when we use the dynamic
community detection method with the Louvain algorithm
embedded. Firstly, we construct a network G1 using the
short-text data of October 1, and the network G1 has 85980
nodes and 420800 edges based on the model definition of the
KeyGraph network. Applying the proposed dynamic com-
munity detection method with Louvain algorithm embed-
ded on KeyGraph network G1. Secondly, adding the original
crawled short-text data of October 2, then the network is
denoted as KeyGraph network G2, then the KeygGraph
network G2 has 172748 nodes and 1506583 edges, applying
the proposed dynamic community detection method with
Louvain algorithm embedded on KeyGraph network G2;
thirdly, adding the crawled original short-text data of Oc-
tober 3 into the KeyGraph network G2, then the newly varied
KeyGraph network is denoted as G3, KeyGraph network G3
has 262246 nodes and 3250235 edges. We apply the pro-
posed dynamic community detection method with Louvain
algorithm embeded on KeyGraph network G3. *e number
of nodes corresponding to each community is shown in
Figure 6, in which the abscissa represents the total detected
community number and the ordinate represents the number
of nodes belonging to each corresponding community.

*e modularity of the KeyGraph network G3 is 0.886,
and 222133 communities are discovered by using the dy-
namic community detection method with the Louvain al-
gorithm embedded; nodes contained in each corresponding
community are shown in Figure 6. *e abscissa represents
the total detected number of communities, and the ordinate
represents the number of nodes in each community.

From Figure 6, it can be found that almost all node sizes
of the community are less than 250 and the proportion of
community sizes less than 100 is larger than 99%. From the
community discovery results, we can find the sparsity of the
information distribution of the online social networks of
different sources (222133 communities are found out of
262246 short texts), and the scale of the communities is
generally small.

According to our proposed dynamic community detection
method with Louvain algorithm embedded, we then calculate
the total number of people participating in (replying, retweeting,
thumbs-up) each short text (corresponding to each commu-
nity); we rank it and choose the community in which the total
number of people participants are larger than 100000; then we
calculate the frequency of the keywords of each community,

rank them, and obtain the top 5 keywords as the representative
keywords of our detected topic, as shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, the top 5 keywords of the 5 short-
text communities are presented in the first column, the
selected keywords are assumed as the keywords of topic
detected as shown in the second column, and the total
number of people participating in the short texts in ways
either discussing, retweeting, or thumbs-up is shown in the
third column.

It can be seen fromTable 2, the top 5 keywords baring the
highest appearing frequency in the short-text community
are “Men’s basketball, Asian championships, Iran, Chinese
team, Asia;” they form the detected topic as “China Men’s
basketball Asian Championship;” the total number of people
participating are the highest, about 391238 online users from
heterogeneous social network platforms.

4.3. Validation of Topic Evolution Law. In this section, the
detected topic “China men’s basketball Asian Champion,”
which has the highest number of people participating, is
chosen to validate our topic topology evolution identifica-
tion purpose. 368 pieces of related news and microblogs are
obtained, in which the participating people are 141318 in
summation, out of which there are 1324 people on October
1, 8045 people on October 2, and 3872 people on October 3
in the year 2019.

After modeling the related data of the detected topic
“China men’s basketball Asian Champion” into the directed
topic propagation network as the definition is shown in
Section 3.4, there are 14318 nodes and 14962 edges in total.
*e community detection result of our dynamic community
detection method on the directed topic propagation network
is shown in Figure 7.

336 communities are detected and the modularity value
is 0.514 by setting the time step as one day (24 hours). *e
dynamic properties of the topic propagation network is
shown in Table 3. It can be found that until October 3, about
92.48% of users have already participated in the topic while
about 56.19% users are added just on October 2 and about
258 on October 2 are new emerging communities.

From Figure 8, we can see that the scale of the node be-
longing to the community in each day corresponding to the
detected topic “China Men’s Basketball Asian Champion”
reaches its peak at October 2 and gradually recedes to zero until
October 6. *e detected topic topology evolution is changing
from October 1 as zero, reaches its peak value on October 2,
and gradually recedes to zero from October 3 to October 6.

Table 1: Community detection ratio under different edge weights.

Weight Community detected Misdetected community Detection ratio
0 10 3 0.965
1 12 1 0.988
2 24 22 0.744
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Table 2: Topic detection results.

Top-5 keywords Topic detected People
participating

Men’s basketball, Asian championships, Iran, Chinese team,
Asia, China men’s basketball Asian championship 391238

Liucheng county, Booming, Guangxi, package, express *e express package booms in Liucheng county, Guangxi 240673

Jewelry store, servant, Hongkong, customer, the worst Hongkong jewelry store’s servants provide the worst
customer 195265

Commit adultery, condom, office, Hunan, Leiyang Officer of Leiyang, Hunan commit adultery 167413
Innocent, Chinese, police, shoot, postgraduate Japanese police shoot Chinese and is proved to be innocent 130957
National flag, broken, hung, county A county in Jiangxi hang the broken national flag 123441

Figure 7: Community detection results of topic “China men’s basketball Asian Champion.”

Table 3: Properties of topic propagation network.

Day Nodes Edges Value of modularity Community detected
2019-10-01 1324 1451 0.558 12
2019-10-02 9369 9882 0.388 78
2019-10-03 13241 13881 0.457 336
2019-10-04 14318 14962 0.514 336
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Figure 6: Size distribution of communities detected in the illustrated example.
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5. Conclusions and Prospects

In this paper, we propose a topic detection and topology
evolution identification framework based on the dynamic
community detection method. Firstly, a unified time-
evolving KeyGraph network is constructed based on the
cooccurrence of keywords of short texts crawled from
heterogeneous online social network platforms. Secondly, a
dynamic community detection method for time-evolving
network is proposed and the topic is detected by its utili-
zation on the constructed KeyGraph network. *irdly, for
the detected topic in the previous step, a directional topic
propagation network is built based on the short texts related
to the detected topic, and the topic evolution topology is
mainly reflected as the nodes scale of community is
discovered.
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